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The Boeing Fuel Dashboard provides aircraft operators with a comprehensive
total-fleet view of operational fuel consumption. This smart application is part
of Boeing’s easy-to-implement fuel-efficiency solutions suite which identifies
broad savings opportunities. Airlines, business aviation operators and military
organizations can use Fuel Dashboard’s intelligent decision aids to gain insight
into current fuel usage through all phases of flight. This visibility enables better
decision-making to reduce fuel consumption, costs and emissions.
A comprehensive view of your operation, for the most accurate analysis
The Fuel Dashboard is an intuitive, customizable dashboard and reporting solution. You control
how to view and analyze information. You can quickly make informed decisions and adjust your
operation in ways that will accelerate fuel-efficiency improvements. The Fuel Dashboard identifies
fuel-savings opportunities through:
■■

■■

■■

Instant insight into existing fuel-consumption
details derived from operational
performance data across all phases of flight.
A fully-integrated view of all relevant fuelconsumption data from flight planning.
Data sources include loads and weight and
balance records, ACARS, fuel accounting
and inventory systems, technical logs and/
or an electronic flight bag.
Comprehensive analytics displayed through
easy-to-use visualization of more than 90
key parameters for each flight.

■■

■■

■■

Forecasting ability of fuel-saving potential of
proposed operational changes by running
predictive scenarios.
High-level total fleet overview and routeby-route drill-down capability into each
fuel-saving initiative to evaluate operational
alternatives.
Ability to export accurate statistical data to
a pilot-specific interface for improved pilot

performance.

Implementation
The web-based Fuel Dashboard is easy to implement and use and requires minimal training.
Suite of Fuel-Efficiency Solutions
In addition to Fuel Dashboard, Boeing offers consulting services and a suite of solutions to help you
optimize your fuel consumption throughout all phases of flight.
Contact
To schedule a demo of Boeing’s Fuel-Efficiency Solutions, please contact us at
TheBoeingEdge@Boeing.com
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